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Abstract  ：  

The mixed finite element method has been a

popular method for solving the partial

differential equations arising in solid and fluid

mechanics. Its popularity is due to the fact that

in some cases a vector variable (e.g., a fluid

velocity) is the primary variable in which one is

interested. Then the mixed method is developed

to approximate both this variable and a scalar

variable (e.g., a pressure) simultaneously and to

give accurate approximations of both variables.

The mixed finite element formulation uses two

different approximation spaces. These two

spaces must be chosen carefully so they satisfy

an inf-sup stability condition for the mixed

method to be stable. There exist rich choices for

these special spaces for the equations of solid

and fluid mechanics. Much attention has

recently been attracted to using the equal-order

finite element pairs (e.g., Pk-Pk) for the fluid

mechanics equations, particularly for the Stokes



and Navier-Stokes equations. While they do not

satisfy the inf-sup stability condition, these

element pairs offer simple and practical

uniform data structure and adequate accuracy.

Many stabilization techniques have been

proposed to stabilize these element pairs such as

penalty, pressure projection, and residual

stabilization methods. Among these methods,

the pressure projection stabilization method is a

preferable choice in that it is free of stabilization

parameters, does not require any calculation of

high-order derivatives or edge-based data

structures, and can be implemented at the

element level. This talk will address the recent

development and advances on the research of

this method that has been carried out by the

speaker’s group on finite element methods.

This research group consists of Y. He, J. Li, L.

Shen, Z. Wang, L. Zhang, L. Zhu, and H.Zhong.
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